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ABSTRACT

The evolution of subtropical stratocumulus clouds and the boundary layer is studied on daily time scales

from the Lagrangian perspective, following the flow. Measures of humidity above the boundary layer and of

inversion strength are obtained from reanalysis data, and their effects on the Lagrangian evolution of cloud

cover and the boundary layer are compared. An analysis that disentangles these variables and tests their

effects independently is developed. Increased inversion strength and increased humidity above the boundary

layer lead to anomalously persistent cloud cover and slower Lagrangian deepening of the boundary layer.

These parameters affect the stratocumulus boundary layer in different ways: inversion strength controls the

buoyancy difference across the inversion, while humidity differences affect both the radiation balance and

rate of cloud drop evaporation at cloud top. The relative strengths of the two effects of humidity are compared

using two products: the entraining humidity in the layer directly above the inversion and the radiating hu-

midity, which is the mean humidity in the column above the entraining humidity. Results show that the

variability in the radiating humidity is the primary driver of Lagrangian boundary layer depth changes, but

entraining humidity variation is mostly responsible for altering cloud lifetime.

1. Introduction

In the subtropics, the interactions between stratocumu-

lus clouds (Sc), shortwave radiation, and longwave radia-

tion combine to cause a net cooling to the climate (Chen

et al. 2000; Stephens andGreenwald 1991; Hartmann et al.

1992). Given their immense sizes, variability in these cloud

decks could have substantial impacts on climate world-

wide, so a thorough understanding of their evolution and

mechanics is essential (Randall et al. 2007; Greenwald

et al. 1995). Eastman andWood (2016) and Eastman et al.

(2017) show that anomalously low overlying humidity

and low lower-tropospheric stability (LTS; defined as

the difference in potential temperature u between 700

and 1000hPa) act to cause anomalous deepening in

the boundary layer and a shortening of cloud lifetime.

Eastman et al. (2017) goes on to show that LTS anom-

alies (relative to a 100-day running mean) are anti-

correlated with 700-hPa humidity anomalies, creating

counteracting forces on cloud evolution and the deep-

ening rate of the boundary layer. Further complicating

the picture are two key mechanisms by which overlying

humidity can alter the boundary layer: (i) changing

the radiative balance at cloud top and (ii) altering the

amount of evaporative cooling at cloud top and drying

within the cloud. Here, we seek to untangle the effects of

stability and both effects of humidity on boundary layer

cloud evolution using a Lagrangian framework.

In the subtropics off the west coasts of the major

continents, a cool, humid, well-mixed boundary layer

persists above the cold ocean surface and below the warm

overlying troposphere. This planetary boundary layer

(PBL) deepens as it advects offshore and equatorward.

Stratiform clouds form in the upper portion of the PBL

(Wood 2012). Clouds emit longwave radiation, which at

cloud top is less compensated by downwelling radiation,

causing a net radiative cooling at cloud top, sharpening

the inversion between the PBL and overlying atmosphere

(Lilly 1968; Nicholls 1989; Paluch and Lenschow 1991;

Krueger et al. 1995). The radiative cooling at cloud top

causes air parcels to become negatively buoyant. These

negatively buoyant parcels then sink downward,

driving a turbulent overturning (Lock and Macvean

1999b). Cloud-top cooling is more pronounced at

night when downwelling shortwave radiation is

not present, leading to deeper and more turbulent

boundary layers at night.
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In the zone between the turbulent cloud top and the

overlying warm and dry air, dry air tends to entrain

downward and mix into the PBL, deepening, warming,

and drying the cloudy boundary layer (Mellado 2017;

Yamaguchi and Randall 2012). The evaporation of

cloud droplets into the entraining dry air at cloud top

further exacerbates the cloud-top cooling, driving more

turbulence (Siems and Bretherton 1992; Mellado et al.

2009; Lock and Macvean 1999a). The rate at which the

air at cloud top entrains into the PBL is controlled by the

buoyancy differences across the inversion, the humidity

of the entrained air, and the strength of the turbulence at

cloud top. Entrainment can also be enhanced by a

warming sea surface below, which can impart more en-

ergy into the PBL through latent heating (Wyant et al.

1997). Entrained warm, dry air also raises the lifted

condensation level, further thinning the cloud from be-

low. The stratocumulus-topped PBL eventually deepens

and dries while cumulus clouds begin to form below the

stratiform layer, whichmodify themoisture and aerosols

rising into the Sc. The overlying Sc eventually break up

and give way to the trade cumulus clouds as they con-

tinue to advect equatorward and offshore.

Increased humidity overlying the PBL slows the rate of

Lagrangian PBL deepening (Eastman et al. 2017) by

thwarting cloud-top cooling through two different mech-

anisms. Greater humidity at cloud top leads to less evap-

oration of cloud droplets before the cloud top reaches

saturation, causing less cooling and less entrainment.

Additionally, a more humid troposphere above the PBL

will produce an increase in downwelling longwave radia-

tion, offsetting the energy loss to upwelling radiation, re-

ducing cooling, turbulence, and entrainment. This effect

was demonstrated by Christensen et al. (2013): Increased

downwelling longwave radiation from high clouds was

associated with shallower nighttime Sc cloud-top heights.

Cloud amount is affected by humidity through

the above-mentioned mechanisms. Bretherton et al.

(2013) present modeling results showing how Sc decks

may respond to future climate scenarios where climate

models predict changes in the free-tropospheric temper-

ature and humidity above our study regions. Bretherton

et al. (2013) show a radiative response to increased

emissivity above the PBL predicting thinning, lower-

ing Sc because of a reduction in cloud-top cooling

and a weakening of the associated turbulence. De-

creased free-tropospheric relative humidity in the sub-

tropics (our region of study) will drive entrainment of

drier air, leading to evaporating and further thinning Sc.

Finally, a warmer free troposphere relative to the sea

surface may lead to stronger buoyancy gradients across

the inversion, limiting entrainment of drier air and

prolonging Sc lifetime.

The virtual potential temperature (and therefore

buoyancy) gradients across the inversion stem primarily

from differences in temperature, though also humidity,

between the PBL and the overlying lower troposphere.

There are several ways to quantify these temperature and

humidity gradients. Variability of the temperature differ-

ence above and below the inversion is quantified by the

LTS, defined as the difference in potential temperatures

between air at the surface and air above the inversion,

usually 700hPa (Klein and Hartmann 1993). Wood and

Bretherton (2006) quantified another stability parameter

that includes LTS but also accounts for the often mean-

temperature-dependent free-tropospheric lapse rate in

their calculation of the estimated inversion strength (EIS).

In the subtropics, the free-tropospheric temperature shows

little variability, so EIS and LTS should behave similarly

there. Additionally, there are two quantities that account

for the effects of both temperature and humidity gradients

across the inversion: the cloud-top entrainment instability

(CTEI) parameter k (Deardorff 1980; Randall 1980) and

the estimated cloud-top entrainment index (ECTEI;

Kawai et al. 2017). The estimated cloud-top entrainment

index and k account for temperature and humidity dif-

ferences, k by comparing values directly above and below

the inversion and ECTEI by comparing values between

the surface and 700hPa.One limitation of the k parameter

as a predictor variable for cloud change is that it assumes

that the cloudy air has an unlimited supply of liquid water

content for the evaporative cooling of the entraining air.

While k and ECTEI do account for the role that en-

training humidity plays in modulating cloud droplet

evaporation, the radiative effects of the overlying hu-

midity are not accounted for by these parameters nor by

LTS and EIS. The fraction of variability of cloud-top

mixing, and therefore entrainment, caused by cloud

drop evaporation versus radiative cooling is an area

of ongoing research. Cloud-top mixing was shown by

Yamaguchi and Randall (2012) using a large-eddy sim-

ulation to be the dominant cooling process for air par-

cels entraining into Sc. They go on to show that

radiative cooling maintains the boundary layer turbu-

lence. This question has been further explored by many

other modeling studies utilizing ‘‘smoke clouds,’’ where

clouds are permitted to emit longwave radiation but

cloud drops do not evaporate (Lilly 1968; de Lozar

and Mellado 2015; Moeng et al. 1999; Stevens and

Bretherton 1999; de Lozar and Mellado 2013; Lock

and Macvean 1999b). Smoke clouds can be compared

to water clouds to see how they evolve when only radi-

ative processes are occurring. Though both effects are

shown to be important, there is little certainty about

which effect dominates, and no observational studies

have been able to verify these results.
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Further complicating the observational study of pa-

rameters driving entrainment is the common cooccur-

rence of opposite-sign humidity and stability variation

seen in Eastman et al. (2017, their Tables 1 and 2). That

work shows that when humidity at 700hPa is anoma-

lously high, LTS is often anomalously low, and vice

versa. The observed anticorrelation may be due to me-

teorological effects or could be driven by the inversion

strength. A weaker inversion allows more mixing be-

tween the humid boundary layer and drier upper tro-

posphere (Galewsky 2018). Regardless of the cause, this

anticorrelation means that the true effects of low LTS

(forcing more entrainment, PBL deepening, and Sc

breakup) are masked by the competing effects of the

collocated high humidity above the PBL (forcing less

entrainment, PBL shallowing, and Sc persistence).

In this work, we expand on the work of Eastman et al.

(2017) to show how humidity and stability individually

act on entrainment and cloud cover evolution in the

PBL and to isolate and compare the differing effects of

humidity. This work uses a Lagrangian framework to

track individual cloud scenes as they advect offshore and

deepen while interacting with the overlying atmosphere.

Cloud amount and the depth of the PBL are measured

using A-Train satellites every 12h for every parcel. The

effects on entrainment and cloud evolution of four dif-

ferent quantifications of stability (LTS, EIS, k, and

ECTEI) are compared, and confounding humidity

anomalies are addressed. The effects of two humidity

products derived from the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim

reanalysis (ERA-Interim) are compared: the entraining

humidity, which is the layer directly above the inversion,

and the radiating humidity, defined as the column-mean

humidity overlying the entraining humidity, but below

700hPa. Using these products and the Lagrangian

framework, we will assess whether the radiative or

evaporative effects of the overlying humidity dominate

the entrainment rate and drive cloud changes in the

stratocumulus-topped PBL.

2. Data

a. Winds from the ERA-Interim, sampling
trajectories

This Lagrangian study uses samples of cloud cover and

PBL depth taken along trajectories in four subtropical

ocean basins, the northeast Pacific, southeast Pacific,

southeast Atlantic, and east Indian oceans, using the

same set of trajectories as Eastman et al. (2017). Winds

driving these trajectories are sourced from the ERA-

Interim dataset at 0.758 latitude–longitude resolution

(Dee et al. 2011). We use the two-dimensional wind

field at 925 hPa, assuming that this approximates the

cloud level within the PBL. The vertical wind compo-

nent is not considered since trajectories are required to

follow the boundary layer and not the upper-level

winds. Trajectories are initiated along the A-train

swath to get 0-h observations from National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration (NASA) satellites

CloudSat and Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared

Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) and run

forward for 48 h. This study uses 169 824 individual

trajectories calculated for the years 2007–10. Trajec-

tories observed to travel in an onshore direction rather

than offshore are removed from the analysis. Obser-

vations taken over land are also removed. Examples of

these trajectories in each of our four study regions are

shown in Fig. 1, where subsets (1 in 200) of our tra-

jectories are plotted in each region.

Trajectories are sampled every 12h with every

A-Train satellite overpass at approximately 0130 and

1330 local time. At each sampling point, we sample a

100-km radius. All ERA-Interim data products sampled

are interpolated to match the Moderate Resolution

Imagine Spectroradiometer (MODIS level-3 (L3) 18 3 18
latitude–longitude grid. If a gridbox center (at the 0.58
point) falls within the sampling radius, then that entire

box is sampled. The mean of all grid boxes within the

sampling radius is then calculated for each sample.

b. Cloud cover from MODIS

Cloud cover data observed during the day and night

come from theMODISCollection 6 cloud-mask product

(Hubanks et al. 2008; Oreopoulos 2005), identical to the

cloud product used in Eastman et al. (2017). The

MODIS sensor samples a swath that is over 2000km

wide, which allows for nearly global sampling each day.

However, clouds seen at the edge of the swath are

sampled at a much wider angle than at nadir. This

causes a sampling bias because the sensor’s pathlength

through horizontally developed clouds is longer at wider

angles and the edges of vertically developed clouds

fill more of the sampled pixel. This causes an overesti-

mation of cloud amount at high sensor zenith angles,

detailed in Maddux et al. (2010). This overestimation

can bias our cloud cover results since all 0-h trajectory

samples are taken at a low angle, but later samples are

unconstrained. To account for this, a sensor zenith angle

correction is applied to all cloud retrievals, as described

and applied in Eastman and Wood (2016). Briefly, that

correction is based on a plot of mean cloud cover as a

function of sensor viewing angle bins with the cloud

cover at nadir subtracted from each value. A polynomial

is fit to the plot, which provides a mean zenith angle bias
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for any given sensor viewing angle. That bias is then

subtracted from each MODIS cloud amount.

c. PBL depth from MODIS and ERA-Interim

The depth of the PBL is estimated from the difference

in temperature between the boundary layer cloud tops

and the sea surface. The sea surface temperature (SST)

is assumed to match the surface skin temperature from

the ERA-Interim. The temperatures of the PBL cloud

tops are taken from a routine using collocated obser-

vations between the MODIS Collection 6 cloud-top

temperature (CTT) joint histograms (King et al. 2003)

and the vertical feature mask (VFM; Vaughan et al.

2004) product from CALIPSO. Details about this rou-

tine are available in Eastman et al. (2016, 2017). Briefly,

the PBL top seen by CALIPSO is based on a frequency

distribution of cloud-top heights over a 200-km-wide

sample. These frequency distributions can contain

multiple peaks in cases where cloud decks are multi-

layered. The PBL depth is assigned to the highest-

altitude peak in the frequency distribution. These

CALIPSO PBL measurements are then compared to

collocated MODIS cloud-top temperature histograms

within 18 3 18 grid boxes. Representative cloud-top

temperature bins are then determined based on cloud

amount and the collocated CALIPSO measurement,

and this is applied to all histograms throughout the

MODIS swath.

d. Entraining and radiating humidity products

All reanalysis humidity values are taken from the

specific humidity fields contained in the ERA-Interim

dataset. Two unique humidity products are generated

here using these fields: the ‘‘radiating humidity’’ and the

‘‘entraining humidity.’’ The entraining humidity is de-

fined as the specific humidity in the layer directly above

the inversion as determined by the ERA-Interim tem-

perature profile. We define the inversion as the layer

showing the largest rate of potential temperature in-

crease with decreasing pressure (maximum Du/DP,
where D describes the change with height). The radiat-

ing humidity is the mean humidity in the column above

the entraining humidity and below 700hPa. This is

shown more clearly in Fig. 2 alongside the vertical pro-

file of potential temperature. All ERA-Interim pressure

levels used are plotted in Fig. 2. We choose the 700-hPa

FIG. 1. A subset (1 in 200) of the;170 000 trajectories within the four regions of study. Trajectories run for 48 h and

are calculated using the u (zonal) and y (meridional) wind fields at 925 hPa from the ERA-Interim.
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cutoff since the air temperature at higher levels may not

be warm enough to have a significant radiative effect.

Scenes with interfering high clouds are removed from

the analysis.

To verify that the radiating humidity is in fact radiating,

we have compared our values of radiating humidity with

radiative fluxes from the CloudSat level-2B fluxes and

heating rate (FLXHR) lidar dataset (Henderson et al.

2013). The FLXHR lidar dataset uses temperature and

moisture profiles from the ECMWF analyses along with

cloud and aerosol profiles obtained from CloudSat and

CALIPSO to estimate upwelling and downwelling radi-

ative fluxes. Fluxes are calculated for shortwave and

longwave radiation for ;240-m vertical layers along the

CloudSat curtain. To compare with our radiating hu-

midity data, we obtain both the downwelling flux and flux

divergence (upwelling minus downwelling) of longwave

radiation at the cloud-top level. The flux divergence

measures the net amount of longwave radiation lost to

space at cloud top, providing a measure of cloud-top

cooling. Calculations are done at each 200-km-wide, 0-h

sampling point for the first 100 days of 2007, creating

;8500 individual comparisons. The correlation between

the radiating humidity and the downwelling longwave

flux at cloud top is r5 0.62. The correlation between the

radiating humidity and the flux divergence at cloud top

is r 5 20.48. Both correlation coefficients are significant

at the 99% level, and the correlations show that our

radiating humidity product is significantly and positively

associated with downwelling radiation and significantly

negatively associated with cloud-top cooling.

e. Stability parameters from ERA-Interim

Several different measures of inversion strength are

compared and calculated using fields from the ERA-

Interim. The lower-tropospheric stability is defined here

as the difference in potential temperature between 700

and 1000hPa:

LTS5 u
700

2 u
1000

. (1)

The EIS is calculated as shown inWood and Bretherton

(2006):

EIS5LTS2G850
m (z

700
2LCL). (2)

The EIS uses LTS but subtracts the moist adiabatic

potential temperature gradient Gm scaled by the differ-

ence between the height of the 700-hPa surface and

lifting condensation level (LCL), defined in Eq. (2) here

and in Eq. (5) of Wood and Bretherton (2006). The

parameter z700 is the height of the 700-hPa surface. The

LCL is approximated as in Eq. (24) of Lawrence (2005).

The EIS parameter was formulated as a single measure

of inversion strength that could explain boundary layer

cloud variability in the tropics, subtropics, and midlati-

tudes. The ECTEI (Kawai et al. 2017) uses the EIS and

also includes the evaporative effects of the humidity

gradient between the surface and 700 hPa:

ECTEI5EIS2b(L
y
/c

p
)(q

surf
2 q

700
) , (3)

where b is shown to be a constant equal to 0.23 [Kawai

et al. 2017, their Eq. (3)], Ly is the latent heat of va-

porization, cp is the specific heat, and q is the specific

humidity at the specified level. Finally, we analyze the

CTEI parameter (or k):

k5 11 [Du/Dq(L
y
/c

p
)] , (4)

where Du and Dq are the differences in potential tem-

perature and humidity (respectively) across the inver-

sion as seen by the ERA-Interim and described in

section 2d. The k parameter differs from the other three

by comparing values directly above and below the in-

version rather than between the surface and 700hPa.

f. Column-integrated water vapor from AMSR-E

The aforementioned measures of free-tropospheric

humidity (section 2d) are all based on reanalysis prod-

ucts. An independent measure of humidity is provided

by the column-integrated water vapor (CIWV) sampled

FIG. 2. An idealized vertical profile of potential temperature u

(thick red line), with the inversion top shown as the thin red line.

The inversion layer is assumed to be the layer showing the largest

increase in u with height. An idealized vertical profile of specific

humidity (blue line). The solid dot represents the entraining hu-

midity. The hollow dots represent the radiating humidities, which

are averaged in our calculation of radiating humidity.
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by the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for

EOS (AMSR-E; Wentz and Meissner 2004), using the

19-, 23-, and 37-GHz microwave channels.

g. Calculating anomalies

In much of this work, we compare anomalies of our

variables instead of the actual values. This is to ensure

that differences in trajectory length and differing geo-

graphical start and end points do not bias any compar-

isons. To calculate an anomaly, we subtract the 100-day

running mean from each 18 3 18 L3 grid box centered on

each day. Anomalies are calculated individually for day

and night to avoid any biases related to the diurnal cy-

cle. This is done identically to Eastman et al. (2017).

Anomalies are denoted using a prime symbol.

3. Methods and results

a. Quantifying and comparing cloud and boundary
layer evolution in a Lagrangian framework and
the cloud cover response to LTS

The goal of this work is to compare changes over time in

cloud and boundary layer properties following the flow in

the PBL. We compare changes in groups of trajectories

selected by their initial conditions. When grouping tra-

jectories by environmental variables (i.e., comparing

trajectory groups with above- or below-average starting

LTS), it is common that the frequency distributions of 0-h

cloud and boundary layer properties will differ between

groups. These differences in initial distributions can drive

Lagrangian changes independent of the environmental

variables being tested, as shown below. Eastman and

Wood (2016) showed that this can be accounted for in

several ways, one of which is applied here.

An example of this process is shown in Figs. 3–5.

Figure 3 shows the 24-h Lagrangian changes in cloud

cover anomalies (DCCA, where D describes the change

in time) as a function of their 0-h values. A linear rela-

tionship is apparent, shown by the red line fit to the plot

using a robust linear regression. This figure demon-

strates that 24-h changes in cloud cover on average tend

to act to compensate initial anomalies. A trajectory with

anomalously low cloud cover at 0 h will most likely see a

subsequent increase in cloud cover, and vice versa.

In Fig. 4, we show frequency distributions of 0-h cloud

cover anomalies for two groups of trajectories. Trajec-

tories are separated by their 0-h LTS0, so we can com-

pare the effects of LTS on cloud evolution. The blue

group contains all trajectories with at- or below-zero 0-h

LTS anomalies, while the red group contains all trajec-

tories with above-zero 0-h LTS anomalies. The red (high

0-h LTS0) group shows a greater number of above-zero

cloud cover anomalies, while the blue group (low 0-h

LTS0) shows more below-zero anomalies. The means of

both distributions are also shown to highlight the dif-

ferences in initial cloud anomalies. Because of the re-

lationship seen in Fig. 3, the observed Lagrangian

changes in cloud cover may be forced by the LTS and by

the differing initial distributions shown in Fig. 4.

The Lagrangian evolutions of both groups of trajec-

tories are shown in Fig. 5. Each group is compared to a

‘‘matched distribution,’’ which is a group of trajectories

that is randomly chosen from our entire set but forced to

have an identical 0-h frequency distribution of cloud

cover anomalies. The matched distribution shows how

that frequency distribution would normally evolve. By

subtracting the mean cloud cover anomaly observed by

the matched distribution trajectories from the anomaly

observed by the trajectories grouped by 0-h LTS, we can

calculate a ‘‘residual’’ change. The residual is the por-

tion of cloud cover change driven by the LTS and not

by the initial distribution of cloud cover anomalies.

A comparison of the residuals at 24 h shows that high

LTS is associated with greater-than-expected cloud

longevity, while low LTS is associated with less-than-

expected cloud longevity. The next several sections of

this workwill focus on the comparison of these residuals.

b. Calculating residuals in standard deviation bins
and the PBL response to EIS and LTS variability

To compare Lagrangian changes forced by different

environmental variables, we must create an equivalent

FIG. 3. Cloud cover anomalies calculated at trajectory beginning

(0 h; x axis). The subsequent 24-h Lagrangian change in cloud cover

anomaly for each trajectory (y axis). Anomalies are calculated by

subtracting the 100-day running-mean cloud amount centered on

each day. A linear fit calculated using a robust linear regression is

also shown (red line).
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measure of variability between those variables. We do

this using the standard deviations s of the environ-

mental variables as in Eastman et al. (2017). So in order

to compare the effects of two different measures of

stability, in this case LTS and EIS anomalies, we first

calculate the standard deviations of both variables. Then

we divide the LTS and EIS anomalies by their respective

standard deviations. Finally, we can calculate a residual

change in cloud cover or PBL depth anomalies for bins

of s, in this case for 22 # s , 21, 21 # s , 0, 0 #

s , 1, and 1 # s # 2. Whichever variable shows the

largest mean residual change in cloud anomaly or PBL

depth anomaly for a given s bin is considered the more

powerful driver of the Lagrangian change.

In Figs. 6 and 7, we apply the above methodology to

changes in PBL depth for s bins of LTS (Fig. 6) and EIS

(Fig. 7) anomalies. Figures 6a and 7a show a frequency

distribution of the number of trajectories for a range of

s values. The four s bins defined above are discernable

by color. Figures 6b and 7b show the mean 24-h evolu-

tion of PBL depth anomalies (PBL0) within the s bins

(color) and the evolution of PBL0 for a group of ran-

domly chosen trajectories from a matched distribution

(gray). The gray line shows smaller error bounds be-

cause it is the mean evolution from 20 matched distri-

butions. The residual is defined as the difference in the

24-h DPBL0 between the randomly matched trajectories

and the trajectories grouped by LTS0 or EIS0 (the col-

ored line minus the gray line). The residuals are plotted

per s bin in Figs. 6c and 7c where a linear fit is shown and

the slope is calculated in meters per s.

Figure 6c shows that PBL deepening is associated with

anomalously low 0-h LTS, an expected result given that

low LTS is associated with less of a buoyancy difference

across the inversion. However, Fig. 7c shows that PBL

deepening and EIS apparently experience the opposite

relationship. This is due to the correlation between EIS

and the humidity above the PBL, which obscures the

EIS–PBL-deepening relationship and is accounted for

in the following section.

c. Accounting for variable cross correlation,
untangling the effects of humidity from inversion
strength

In Eastman et al. (2017), LTS anomalies (LTS0) were
shown to be negatively correlated with 700-hPa specific

humidity anomalies (ERA-Interim q0
700). They went on

to show that increased q0
700 leads to a shallowing PBL.

In Fig. 8, we test that second conclusion with satellite

data using the column-integrated water vapor anomalies

(CIWV0) fromAMSR-E in place of q0
700. The correlation

coefficient between all 0-h samples of CIWV0 and q0
700 is

r 5 0.8. Figure 8 uses the same procedures as shown in

Figs. 6 and 7 but for brevity only shows the equivalents

of Figs. 6c and 7c. Figure 8a expands the work from

Eastman et al. (2017) to show that increased CIWV0

leads to anomalous cloud persistence. Figure 8b reiterates

FIG. 5. The mean 48-h Lagrangian evolution of cloud cover

anomalies for the two groups of trajectories shown in Fig. 4 (bright

red and bright blue lines). Uncertainty is represented by line

thickness and is calculated as the 2s standard error of the mean.

Also shown in corresponding faint colors are two other sets of

randomly chosen trajectories with identical frequency distributions

at 0 h (matched distributions). The residual change in cloud cover is

defined as the difference in changes in cloud cover between the two

sets. The residual is the portion of cloud cover change independent

of the initial frequency distribution.

FIG. 4. Frequency distributions of cloud amount at trajectory

beginnings (0 h) for two groups of trajectories: the blue group has

below-zero LTS anomalies at 0 h, and the red group has above-zero

LTS anomalies at 0 h. Themean 0-h LTS anomaly for each group is

shown as a vertical line of the corresponding color.
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the established conclusions that increased CIWV0 forces
anomalous PBL shallowing. The agreement of Fig. 8b

with the results of Eastman et al. (2017) taken together

with the strong correlation between q0
700 and CIWV0

lends a great deal of trustworthiness to the reanalysis

humidity values, allowing us to continue using these

reanalysis humidity fields with confidence. Correlations

are calculated using coinciding 0-h samples from each

trajectory.

The relationships between CIWV0 and cloud and PBL

evolution combined with the negative correlation between

free-tropospheric humidity and LTS (r 5 20.32) shows

that the effects of inversion strength and overlying hu-

midity tend to offset one another. The correlation between

0-hEIS anomalies (taken at each trajectory beginning) and

the corresponding q0
700 is evenmore strongly negative than

the correlation between LTS0 and q0
700 (r 5 20.45 vs

r 5 20.32). This stronger correlation and the results of

Fig. 7 suggest that the humidity anomalies that coincide

with the EIS anomalies may heavily obscure the effects on

entrainment of the measure of inversion strength quanti-

fied by EIS.

To more clearly show the effect on PBL deepening of

one variable independent of the other, in Eastman et al.

(2017), the effect of the one variable was tested while the

other was kept constant. This was done by selecting

subsets of trajectories with a narrow range of one vari-

able, while the other was unconstrained. The process

FIG. 6. (a) A frequency distribution of trajectories grouped into four bins based on their 0-h

LTS anomalies. (b)Mean and 2s standard error values of PBL0 at 0 and 24 h for each of the four
groups of trajectories (colored lines). Mean and standard error values for the sum of 20 sets of

randomly chosen trajectories with matched 0-h frequency distributions (gray lines). Residuals

are calculated by subtracting the 24-h values of the matched trajectories from the corre-

sponding 24-h values of the trajectories grouped by LTS0 (residual5 colored2 gray). (c) The

0–24-h residual DPBL0 values for each s bin with 2s standard error ranges and a linear fit.
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from section 3b (Figs. 6, 7) was then applied to the un-

constrained variable within each subset of trajectories,

reducing the effects of cross correlation. We show that

here in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9a, our trajectories are separated

into four s bins; this time, the bins represent standard

deviation bins of q0
700. The analysis from Fig. 7 is then

carried out for four EIS0 bins within each individual q0
700

bin. Four separate lines, one for each q0
700 bin, are cal-

culated as in Fig. 7c and are shown in Fig. 9b. The range

of slopes defined by those four lines is listed in the

subtitle and shown in Fig. 9c. There, we show that EIS

does effect PBL deepening as expected but only after

accounting for the confounding q0
700.

In Table 1, we apply the above 24-h Lagrangian

analysis to four stability parameters and compare their

slopes for the evolution of PBL0 and cloud cover

anomalies (CC0). In addition to LTS0 and EIS0, we

compare two other variables that take into account the

humidity above the PBL: the ECTEI and k. For EIS0

and LTS0, we compare slopes per s bin with and without

accounting for q0
700. Results show that LTS0 and EIS0

display the expected negative relationships with PBL

deepening after accounting for the confounding effects

of q0
700. Both k0 and ECTEI0 showed a weaker relation-

ship with Lagrangian PBL deepening, with ECTEI0

showing a strong resemblance to EIS0 (before holding q

constant). Since the upper humidity is an integral part of

ECTEI0 and EIS0, we refrain from doing an analysis with

q0
700 held constant for those variables. For cloud cover

evolution, ECTEI0 shows the strongest relationship,

with positive ECTEI0 associated with more cloud

cover. Both EIS0 and LTS0 show the expected positive

relationship with CC0 evolution, with their effects

again shown to be stronger after accounting for con-

founding q0
700. The variable k appears to have the ex-

pected sign in both cases, but its relationship with

both PBL and CC evolution is weaker than the other

variables. This may be due to deficiencies in the

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for EIS anomalies.
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representation of the inversion in the ERA-Interim

more so than any fundamental flaw in the formulation

of the variable.

The differing PBL responses to LTS0 versus EIS0 seen
in Table 1 is a surprising result since both variables at-

tempt to quantify the same thing. The major difference

between EIS and LTS is that EIS accounts for variability

in the free troposphere above the PBL. In doing so, EIS

incorporates several additional variables that are cor-

related with q700, leading to the surprising difference

in PBL response compared to LTS. Specifically, EIS

modifies LTS by subtracting the height difference be-

tween the LCL and the 700-hPa surface z700, scaled

by the moist-adiabatic lapse rate at 850hPa G0
m. A cor-

relation study comparing values at our trajectory be-

ginnings shows that ERA-Interim q0
700 correlates

negatively with the LCL0 (r520.38) and positively with

z0700 and G0
m (r 5 0.17 and r 5 0.27, respectively). Taken

alongside Eq. (2), this means that these three variables

all vary in concert with q700, each individually enhancing

the negative relationship between q0
700 and EIS0.

d. Assessing the effects of humidity above the PBL on
entrainment and cloud evolution

While both ECTEI and k do account for overlying

humidity, a drawback is that they are conceived only to

account for the entraining effects of humidity but do not

account for the radiative impacts of the overlying hu-

midity. This has the possible effect of underrepresenting

the role played by humidity in entrainment and may be

why these variables appear weaker than expected when

predicting PBL deepening. Here, we will independently

test the effects of the radiating and entraining humidity

using the process described in Figs. 6 and 7 and the hu-

midity quantities described in section 2d.

In Figs. 10 and 11, the effects of radiating and

entraining humidity are compared first for bins of con-

stant LTS0, then within bins of the other humidity

FIG. 8. (a) Residual 24-h changes in CC0 for s bins of CIWV0. (b) Residual 24-h changes in PBL0

for s bins of CIWV0.
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product held constant in order to separate their effects.

In Fig. 10, the Lagrangian changes in PBL0 are com-

pared. For bins of constant LTS0, the effects of the ra-

diating humidity seen in Fig. 10b appear stronger than

the effects of the entraining humidity in Fig. 10a. This is

reinforced in Figs. 10c and 10d, where the effects of

the radiating humidity with constant entraining humid-

ity are stronger than the effects of entraining humidity

with constant radiating humidity. A comparison of the

slopes indicates that the radiating humidity is likely the

FIG. 9. (a) A frequency distribution of trajectories grouped into four bins based on the

standard deviation s of their 0-h q0
700 anomalies. (b) The analysis from Fig. 7 carried out four

times, once in each q0
700 s bin, creating a range of slopes while controlling for q0

700. (c) The range

of slopes shown in (b) with the mean slope shown as a dashed line and the range of uncertainty

shown by the blue bounds.

TABLE 1. Themean and range of slopes describing the change in PBL depth and cloud cover per standard deviation (s) bin of the listed

variable. Ranges represent themean slope plus andminus the standard deviation in the slope as shown in Fig. 8. A secondmean and range

of slopes is shown for the variables LTS0 and EIS0 where 700-hPa specific humidity q700 is held constant in bins. Prime symbols indicate

anomalies. Ranges here represent the largest and smallest slopes from all four constant q700 bins, as in Fig. 9.

PBL0 mean slope and range per s bin (m s21) CC0 mean slope and range per s bin (% s21)

q700 constant q700 constant

LTS 216.2 [217.8, 214.7] 237 [243.3, 232.8] 1.1 [0.6, 1.5] 1.5 [0.8, 1.8]

EIS 16.4 [10.8, 23.1] 214.9 [227.3, 24.6] 0.3 [20.2, 0.7] 0.9 [0.4, 1.4]

ECTEI 13.6 [11.2, 16.5] 1.6 [1.3, 1.8]

k 8.1 [2.9, 14.4] 20.5 [20.6, 20.4]
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dominant factor driving PBL deepening, and not the

entraining humidity, possibly by more than a factor of 3.

A different picture is seen in Fig. 11 when the

Lagrangian evolutions of CC0 are compared. In Figs. 11a

and 11b, the entraining humidity appears to be a mar-

ginally stronger driver of CC0 evolution compared to

the radiating humidity when LTS0 is held constant.

In Figs. 11c and 11d, this result is greatly enhanced.

The radiating humidity appears ineffective when the

entraining humidity is controlled for, but the entraining

humidity appears to have a strong effect when the ra-

diating humidity is controlled for. According to this

figure, the radiative effects of humidity are mostly in-

consequential on cloud cover evolution despite affecting

PBL growth significantly, while the entraining effects

appear to be very important.

Wide error bounds in Figs. 10c, 10d, 11c, and 11d

suggest that the effects of one of the two variables may

be dependent on the state of the other. In Figs. 12 and

13, we further explore this by separating our trajectories

into four groups. Mean values of radiating and entraining

humidity are calculated for each trajectory by averaging

retrievals at all five sampling times. Four trajectory

groups are chosen by combining all possible sets of

trajectories with above- or below-mean radiating and

entraining humidities. Results in Fig. 12 appear consis-

tent with Fig. 10. The two sets of trajectories with above-

average radiating humidity are on average deeper, and

they stay deeper throughout their observed evolution.

The entraining humidity does appear to have an effect,

with drier entraining air associated with deeper PBLs,

but the effect is secondary to the radiating humidity.

Figure 13 also appears consistent with Fig. 11. Trajec-

tories that entrain humid air tend to stay anomalously

cloudy, while trajectories entraining dry air tend to be

less cloudy and to lose cloud cover. The radiating hu-

midity shows little significant effect as evidenced by the

overlapping error bars. This analysis suggests that the

wide error bounds may be more due to noise in the data

than to any specific state dependence issues.

FIG. 10. Ranges of slopes for 24-h residual change in DPBL0 for s bins of one varying variable while controlling

for another by holding it constant, produced using the method in Fig. 8. (a) Residual DPBL0 for s bins of entraining

humidity q0
entraining while holding LTS

0 constant. (b) Residual DPBL0 for s bins of radiating humidity q0
radiating while

holding LTS0 constant. (c) Residual DPBL0 for s bins of q0
entraining while holding q0

radiating constant. (d) Residual

DPBL0 for s bins of q0
radiating while holding q0

entraining constant.
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4. Discussion

In Table 1 and Fig. 9, we show that LTS0 and EIS0

exhibit a stronger negative relationship with Lagrangian

PBL deepening only after the confounding humidity is

accounted for. However, adding a humidity variable to

EIS0, creating ECTEI0, made little significant change to

the relationship betweenEIS0 or ECTEI0 and Lagrangian
PBL deepening. Interestingly, ECTEI0 showed a much

stronger positive relationship with Lagrangian cloud

cover evolution when compared to EIS0. This disparity
may be caused by the differing ways that overlying hu-

midity interacts with the boundary layer and creates a

need for a better variable to predict entrainment rates.

Since the radiating effects of overlying humidity appear

to exert more influence on PBL deepening relative to the

entraining effects, a new variable would need to take into

account the radiative flux divergence and associated

cloud-top heating/cooling rates.

These results also stress the importance of correctly

simulating both the radiating and entraining effects of

humidity in climate models. Both effects are shown to

significantly modify cloud cover and the PBL depth. If

models are only capable of properly simulating the in-

teraction of radiation with cloud cover but not entrain-

ment, then the cloud response to changing humidity

above the PBL is likely to be incorrect. Hopefully, this

work can act as a check for the entrainment parame-

terizations used in current models.

Using this framework, future work may be able to

address the radiative and entraining effects of not only

humidity but also aerosols above the boundary layer,

which often coincide with humid layers and may have

comparable effects to the humidity. Also, the FLXHR

lidar dataset mentioned in section 2 offers estimates of

the radiative fluxes throughout the atmosphere. These

estimates could be used to observationally tune and test

an entrainment parameter that includes the radiative

effects of the overlying humidity and aerosols. The

NASA Observations of Aerosols above Clouds and

their Interactions (ORACLES; https://espo.nasa.gov/

oracles) and Cloud–Aerosol–Radiation Interactions and

Forcing (CLARIFY) field campaigns will soon provide

in situ data that can be used to test these results and

include the effects of aerosols during the African

biomass burning season in the southeast Atlantic.

FIG. 11. As in FIG. 10, but for DCC0.
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The variable k was shown to be a reasonable but

comparatively weak predictor of both PBL deepening

and cloud cover evolution. This may be due to the ERA-

Interim dataset’s inability to resolve the sharp contrasts

in humidity and temperature across the inversion: k is

calculated at two consecutive levels, but if the vertical

resolution between levels is too coarse, then the signal

may be reduced to some extent, which is likely given that

there are only 12 pressure levels between 1000 and

700 hPa. In situ measurements of k may be better than

those derived from coarse global reanalyses; k also

lacks a radiative component, further reducing its effec-

tiveness in predicting PBL deepening.

Results here show that subtropical Sc cloud decks may

be equally sensitive to variations in overlying humidity as

they are to variations in inversion strength, in contrast to

Sandu et al. (2010) and Mauger and Norris (2010). In

those works, it was shown that overlying humidity had a

weaker, though still positive, relationship with Lagrangian

cloud cover changes. Differences in sample size, statistical

framework, and our ability to study one variable while

holding the other constant may contribute to the dis-

crepancy. Regardless, further study should be encouraged

in both the observational and modeling realms.

Predicted increases in EIS (Qu et al. 2015) will likely

be accompanied by changes in the humidity above the

PBL. The cloud and boundary layer response to these

changes will likely be sensitive to the distribution of

humidity throughout the column. Future parameteriza-

tions describing the cloud response to tropospheric hu-

midity will need to account for this sensitivity in order to

properly quantify the cloud feedback to humidity

changes. An increase in downwelling radiation accom-

panying more moisture entraining into the PBL could

(all else being equal) lead to more cloud cover. However,

humidity will be varying along with most other variables

over the subtropical oceans, such as stability, subsidence,

sea surface temperature, and wind speed, just to name a

few. Therefore, in future work, the sign, strength, and

location of any predicted humidity changes will not only

need to be well predicted but also put into context with

these other variables.

5. Conclusions

Here and in prior work, we show that inversion

strength as defined by both LTS and EIS is anti-

correlated with the specific humidity above the bound-

ary layer, especially EIS. A strong inversion across the

PBL and high humidity above the PBL both lead to

greater cloud cover. The effect of the anticorrelation

between stability and upper-level humidity is that the

effects of these variables tend to obscure one another

when tested as possible cloud- and PBL depth-controlling

variables in the Lagrangian framework. The Lagrangian

effects of LTS and EIS are only clearly evident when the

humidity above the PBL is accounted for. After ac-

counting for the confounding humidity, we show that

strong inversions are indeed associated with increased

cloud cover and decreased PBL depths on average when

cloud scenes are tracked over 24 h.

FIG. 12. The 48-h Lagrangian evolution of PBL0 for four sets of
trajectories. The red line represents a set with above-mean radi-

ating and entraining humidity. The green line represents a set with

above-mean radiating humidity and below-mean entraining hu-

midity. The blue line represents a groupwith below-mean radiating

humidity and above-mean entraining humidity. The black line

represents a group with below-mean radiating and entraining

humidity. Humidity values are the mean averaged over the entire

48-h lifetime of each trajectory. The 2s standard error bounds are

shown by the thickness of the lines.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for CC0.
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Variables that account for the humidity and tempera-

ture gradient across the inversion, k and ECTEI, show

some strengths andweaknesses as predictors of cloud and

PBL evolution. The relationship between ECTEI and

cloud cover evolution is the strongest of the variables

tested, with a positive relationship observed. However,

ECTEI was not a better predictor of PBL deepening than

EIS. This may be due to the exclusion of the effects of

longwave radiation emitted by the water vapor above the

PBL; k shows weaker but sign-appropriate relationships

with cloud cover evolution and PBL deepening. Increased

k leads to an increase in cloud cover and a decrease in

PBL depth. Issues with the k variable may stem from

coarse reanalysis grid resolution, so this variable may be

better suited to higher-resolution data.

We observe significant effects of humidity above the

PBL on the Lagrangian changes in both cloud cover and

PBL depths, with different mechanisms driving the ef-

fects. The humidity above the PBL was quantified in two

ways: as the entraining humidity that enters the boundary

layer and as the radiating humidity that sits above the

entraining humidity and emits downwelling longwave

radiation toward the PBL. The two quantities were tested

independently in our Lagrangian framework. Results

show that Lagrangian PBL deepening may be 3–4 times

as sensitive to the radiative effects of the overlying hu-

midity as the entraining effects, though both were shown

to be significant. High humidity in a layer above the

PBL was shown to suppress PBL deepening, while low

humidity was associated with increased deepening.

Lagrangian cloud cover evolution shows sensitivity to the

entraining humidity but little to no sensitivity to the radi-

ating humidity. The entrainment of increased water vapor

into the boundary layer leads to more cloud cover.

Taken together, the above results highlight the need for

the inclusion of the radiative effects of humidity when

creating a quantity predicting the entrainment rate. These

results also point to a cloud feedback response to climate

warming and humidifying, with increased humidity pos-

sibly driving less of a decrease in subtropical stratocu-

mulus clouds along a trajectory.
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